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1 Abstract

Abstract In the design of brain machine interfaces it is common to use motor imagery which is the mental simulation of a motor act; it consists of acquiring the signals emitted when imagining the movement of different parts of the body. In this paper we propose a machine learning algorithm for the analysis of electroencephalographic signals (EEG) in order to detect body movement intention, combined with the signals issued in a state of relaxation and the state of mathematical activity. That can be applied for brain computer interface (BCI). The algorithm is based on the use of recurrent networks (RRN) and can recognized four tasks which can be used for control of machinery. The performance of the proposed algorithm has an average classification efficiency of 80.13%. This proposed method can be used to translate the motor imagery signals, relaxation activity signals and mathematical activity signals into control signal using a four state to control the directional movement of a drone.

2 Introduction

The Brain Computer Interfaces (BCIs) are used mostly to help people to restoring some functions when they are severely disabled by a neuromuscular disorder, BCIs also used in healthy people to help them improve their functions [2]. BCI experiments based on electroencephalogram (EEG) have the advantage of being no-invasive for the subject, besides having no environmental restrictions [5]. In the case of motor images, brain signals are obtained in most cases, using EEG, due to its ease of use and its high temporal resolution. EEG signals are obtained from multiple channels that are placed on the scalp, which makes the signal more accurate [3]. Recent studies have shown that EEG-based BCIs allow users to control machines with multiple-state classification. In some studies the electroencephalographic signals have been extracted using imagery motor left, right hand, food or language [37, 43–46], when listening to English vowels a, i and u [39], in state of relaxation, read, spell and math activity [40], imaging certain actions without any physical action, imaging actions without physical movement
[36, 41]. Recently different classification methods have been used, among which are, wavelet transformation [36], (ANN) Feed forward back-propagation neural network design [37, 40], recurrent neural networks (RNN) deep neural network (DNN) Adam back-propagation [38], deep recurrent convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [35, 41–45]. In this article we propose a new architecture based on Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTMs), this type of recurrent network is used to connect past information with current information, also it is capable of storing a large quantity of information during long periods of time. [30]. For this purpose, we will use signals obtained from the imagination of movement of the left hand and left foot, state of relaxation and mathematical activity. Additionally, in order to make the system as simple as possible, the EEG signals are extracted from a headset using four EEG channels.

3 Materials and method

In this section we will talk about the materials and methods used for the acquisition of EEG signals, their analysis and classification.

3.1 Experimental protocol

For the acquisition of EEG signals outside the shielded laboratory settings we used an easy to use equipment with few electrodes. The Muse™ (EEG-headband created by InteraXon) device is a headband that detects signals from the brain, using circuitry technology for detecting EEG. Superficial EEG obtained with the headband is a non-invasive, so it is harmless when acquiring electrical signals emitted by brain neurons, showing brain activity in real time [24]. The Muse device has four acquisition channels and an android application. For this work 30-second recordings were acquired, 40 of them used the imagery motor of the left-hand movement, 40 used the imagery motor of the left foot, 40 in the state of relapse, and 40 in mathematical activity, for a total of 160 records. The recordings were given in a silent environment without external disturbances. In this experiment the EEG signal is segmented into window frames of 3000 data length, equivalent to 13 seconds. The features are extracted for the four tasks and for only one subject.

![Fig. 1. The MUSE device used for acquisition of the EEG [24].](image)
3.2 Deep learning, CNN and LSTM

Deep neural networks contain layers of superimposed neurons, using more additional hidden layers than a classic artificial neural networks. These additional layers or deep, improves the accuracy of the network. It is possible to extract the features automatically, unlike most of the learning algorithms in which human intervention is required. Each layer trains depending on the output of the previous layer. As it progresses, more complex characteristics are trained [50].

Recurrent neural networks (RNN) have the capacity to learn characteristics of the data set through time, due to their feedback connections [48]. RRN uses the recurrent connections to create loops in the neurons of the network, this allows tracking of temporal interactions in the incoming signal.

![Fig. 2. Example of a recurrent neural network.](image)

The processing of the temporal information of the RNN is facilitated, because the network generate patterns that behave according to the value of the previously given pattern, that is, the inclusion of recurrent connections generates a dynamic behavior where the information goes temporarily updating [28]. Unlike the feed forward neural networks, the RRN have the ability to process random sequences of inputs due to their internal memory. The LSTM is an RRN, that has the ability to learn from the signal, by observing events over long periods of time [50]. LSTM is a type of recurrent network that unlike other neural networks connects previous information with the current task and learns to use information stored for long periods of time. It is an effective model that is used in sequential data learning problems [27]. LSTMs are also used to capture long-term temporary dependencies [49]. The architecture of an LSTM network is a memory cell that has a chain sequence, also maintains its status over time and its non-linear gates regulate the flow of information inside and outside the cell [49].

The convolutional neural networks (CNN) extract abstract functions to create characteristics in a progressive way by means of convolutional operations, convolutional models usually learn from training of different layers. In each layer CNN extract information or characteristics of the input signal [51].
4 Signal acquisition and preprocessing

We used the fourth channel of the Muse device for acquiring the EEG. Then, we select a window of 3000 data per signal, 160 signals in total, 40 per imagery motor of left arm, 40 per imagery motor of left foot, 40 in relapse state and 40 in mathematical activity. Figure 6 shows an EEG signal obtained during this process [6].

![Fig. 3. EEG signal during the record.](image)

4.1 Signal Extraction

One healthy subject participated in the experiments. During the recordings the subject are instructed not to make overt movements and keep their hands relaxed. The motor imagery task was with close eyes. Each trail is 30 s long, the subject performs four tasks namely, relax, math activity, imagine left arm movement and left foot movement.

- Task 1 – Imaginary motor left foot The subject imagine the movement of the left foot during 30s, without movement.
– Task 2 – Imaginary motor left hand The subject imagine the movement of the left hand during 30s, without movement.
– Task 3 – Relaxation state The subject do not perform any specific task, but are asked to relax as much as possible and think of nothing in particular during 30s. This task is considered the baseline task for alpha wave production and used as a control measure of the EEG.
– Task 4 – Mathematical activity The subject think in mathematical operations, during 30s.

4.2 EEG Recording

EEG is recorded using four gold-plated cup bipolar electrodes placed at the AF7, AF8, TP9 and TP10 locations on the sensorimotor cortex area as per the International 10-20 Electrode Placement System. Figure 4 shows the electrode placement locations. For this experiment were carried out sessions of EEG signal recordings for several days, 40 recordings were obtained for each task, where each recording had a duration of 30 seconds. In which 160 EEG signals were obtained from channels AF7, AF8, TP9 and TP10, whose amplification and sampling is 250Hz. For this experiment, a healthy subject, 30 years old, free of disease or medication, participated. Which avoided blinking the eyes and any other external physical movement. All the information obtained from these electrodes was used in the classification. See the graph of the accuracy during the training 4.

Fig. 4. MUSE device configuration [24].
5 Proposed network architecture

In this research we propose an architecture using a CNN layer with an LSTM layer. We use Python with Keras library [23] to code the architecture and process the input data. The architecture can be seen in the figure 5, it consists:

- A convolutional layer with 10 filters of size 50.
- A LSTM layer with 120 neurons.
- Four dense layers of 150, 50, 14, and 4 neurons.

The architectures of CNN and LSTM have allowed modeling temporal information, this was also being used in other works for speech recognition and signal classification [51]. While the CNN layer allows to optimize the extraction of characteristics of the set of signals and obtain patterns of the characteristics.
for its classification, an LSTM allows to use the previous information temporarily maintaining the flow of the information inside and outside the network and has a layer called context layer this creates a copy of the hidden layer, with it stores the previous state of the previous pattern [49], both allow a more efficient architecture.

The optimization of LSTM parameters is performed sequential manner. First we feed the network with EEG subdivided in windows of 3000 samples. Later we choose the number of epochs and best weight’s initialization on the training set. The optimized parameter values, for LSTM are detailed in 6.

We used a loss function whose objective is try to minimize the loss. It can be the string identifier of an existing loss function such as categorical crossentropy function, when using the categorical crossentropy loss function, your targets should be in categorical format, and one at the corresponding index to the class of the sample.

![Table of optimized parameter values for LSTM.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>LSTM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of epochs</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of initializations</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of samples</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>input_shape</td>
<td>3000,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>validation_split</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batch_size</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. The optimized parameter values for LSTM.

160 data samples are used in this experiment. The training and testing samples is normalized using categorical normalization algorithm. Selection of the training and testing data is chosen randomly. All four classifiers are trained with 90% data samples and tested with 10% data samples.

6 Results and Discussion

In this section, we can observe the data obtained by the classifier implemented, as well as their percentages of accuracy.

6.1 Classification performance of the Modeled Classifier

In figure 7 we can see the accuracy performance of the architecture proposed in a single subject during training. The classification of the motor imagery signals
for the four states is shown in the as the classification obtained from the 160 samples for a subject, and the network was trained with 800 epochs. With the accuracy you can see the performance of CNN with LSTM by time. No artifacts were removed from the EEG data, which demonstrates the robustness of the algorithm.

![Graph of the accuracy during training, it only show a 160 epochs interval.](image)

Figure 9 shows the confusion matrix for which 10% of the total samples were used, in which a classification of 80% was obtained, for which the matrix shows a suitable classification 100% for the imagination of the movement of the left foot and a proper classification 100% for the imagination of the left hand. In the cases of state of relaxation and mathematical activity status, 67% were classified, the classification of both was impaired when the classifier confused one of the states of relaxation and one of the states of mathematical activity with the movement of the hand left.

The accuracy calculation is given by:

\[
\text{Classification accuracy} = \frac{\text{correct predictions}}{\text{total predictions}} = \frac{12}{15} = 80\%
\]

7 Conclusion

The performance results of the classifier are acceptable with respect to the amount of data used. 80% was obtained in the classification, even though it is necessary to improve the algorithm. Which could be used for the restoration of movement and rehabilitation of people with paraplegics conditions and would allow other people to have direct brain control of external devices in their daily
life. The combination of a convolutional network with an LSTM network obtained adequate results during feature extraction and training over long periods of time. The network was able to distinguish between thoughts of imagination and two different states of brain activity. For future research it is proposed to use signals acquired only with movement imagination to proceed to test the classifier.
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